
 
CONTRAVENTION CODES ON STREET 

01  Waiting on a disabled drivers parking area  
01b Parking minibus without disabled permit displayed 
01c Parking a vehicle on a schedule minibus area  
01d Exceeding 1 hour in disabled parking area  
01e Exceeding 2 hour in disabled parking area  
01f Exceeding 4 hour in disabled parking area  
01h Parking in disabled area with incorrect arrival time  
01i  Altering time of arrival in disable parking space  
01j  Returning to a disabled parking area within 1 hour of leaving  
01z Displaying more than 1 parking disc in disabled area  
02   Parking on a footway  
02a Vehicle stopped on footway or cycle track  
03   Parking in a position likely to cause obstruction  
04   Parking in a position likely to cause danger  
05   Parking within 10 yards of a junction with another road  
08   Waiting on a “No waiting” area preventing access to premises                   
11   Waiting in a prohibited area   
11a Parking in an area set aside for honorary police  
11b Parking in an area set aside for Jurats  
11c Parking in an area set aside for Viscounts Department  
11d Parking in an area set aside for States of Jersey police  
12   Waiting on a stand set aside for PSV’s  
13a   Unauthorised use of an unloading bay  
13c  Parked on unloading bay whilst not loading/unloading  
14   Parking in a controlled area with a disabled badge longer than 2 hours 
15a Parking in a controlled area for a period exceeding 20 mins  
15c Parking in a controlled area for a period exceeding 1 hour  
15d Parking in a controlled area for a period exceeding 2 hours  
15e Parking in a controlled area for more than permitted 2 hours (p/card)  
15f Parking in a controlled area for a period exceeding 3 hours  
15g Parking in a controlled area for a period exceeding 6 hours  
16   Parking in an area designated for commercial vehicles  
17a Parking without using a parking disc  
17b Parking without using a valid Paycard     
18a Showing incorrect time of arrival (disc)     
18c Showing incorrect time of arrival in an unloading bay (disc)  
19a Altering time of arrival on a parking device  
19b Changing a Paycard for one showing later time of arrival  
19c Altering time of arrival on a disc while using an unloading bay  
20b Using an unloading bay not displaying a business name & address  
20c Using an unloading bay without using a disc  
21  Exceeding permitted time on an unloading bay  
21a Exceeding permitted time on a footway or cycle track  
22  Parking vehicle wider than 6ft 6in wide in a controlled area  
22a  Parking vehicle wider than 6ft 6in wide in a controlled area  
23a  Parking in a controlled area for longer than 12 hours in any 24 hours  
27  Exceeding the 10-minute permitted period  
28  Returning to a Paycard area within 1 hour of leaving  
29  Returning to a parking disc area within 1 hour of leaving  
31  Parking without a valid Parish Permit  
36  Failing to conform to a sign on the road  
50 Use of a vehicle in a paying parking place in connection with selling goods  
51 Display more than 1 Paycard in a paying parking place  
52 Alter time of arrival on Paycard in paying parking place  
53 Parking in a disc area displaying more than 1 parking disc  
54 Displaying more than 1 parking disc  

 


